Accuracy of color measurement of endodontically treated teeth after aging
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of three different modes of a spectrophotometer (Vita Classical, 3D-Master and CIE L*a*b* system) in the evaluation of color alteration in endodontically treated teeth. Material and Methods: The root canal treatment of forty-five sound human canines was performed. Color measurements were performed before the endodontic treatment (baseline), and after 6 months of water storage. Shade matching was performed using a spectrophotometer (Vita Easyshade) in three different modes: Vita Classical, 3D-Master and CIE L*a*b* coordinates. The color change (ΔE value) for the three methods were assessed in each sample and analyzed by multiple linear regression analysis. L*, a* and b* values were analyzed by t-test. The significance level was set at 5%. Results: According to the digital evaluation, no statistically significant differences were found between the CIE L*a*b*, Vita Classical and 3D-Master modes. However, a significant difference was found (p < 0.001) for the ΔE values, with the CIE L*a*b* mode presenting greater accuracy to detect color alterations. Conclusion: CIE L*a*b* method properly correlates to Vita Classical and 3D-Master modes. However, Easyshade can easier detect color changes if used in the CIE L*a*b* mode, which leads to more accurate results.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE

Espectofotômetro; Descoloração dental; Dentes tratados endodonticamente.
INTRODUCTION

Changes in tooth color can be induced by peroxide bleaching, darkening by restorative materials or even as a result of endodontic treatment [1,2]. Thus, the identification of appropriate tooth color for monitoring and especially for the treatment of patients is quite important [3]. Color determination can be performed by visual or instrumental techniques. The first is the most widely used in clinical practice and is based on a subjective assessment using a standardized shade guide for comparison, as Vita Classical, ordered by basic hues in letters and chroma by their numbers, resulting in two dimensions of color, while Vita 3D-Master is structured to a second colorimetric selection sorting: value (lightness), chroma (intensity) and hue (tint) [4,5]. The instrumental technique employs a device i.e. a spectrophotometer, quantifying the color in three different modes, resulting in an objective and fast evaluation. Among the different existing systems of color evaluation, the CIE L*a*b* system, recommended by the Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage is one of the most commonly used [6].

Changes in optical and chromatic properties of the dentinal structure are likely to cause an alteration in the outward appearance of the crown caused by light transmission and reflecting properties [7]. Endodontically treated teeth in some cases undergo color changes immediately after endodontic treatment or over time [8]. Studies of color tooth alteration by endodontic materials are needed for conclusive results as to determine the best way to assess color in these situations [9]. The professional must be ready to perform a good clinical examination, based not only on visual perception, but also considering factors such as the patient’s age, the degree of browning, the time when the tooth is darkened and the difficulty in reaching the reversal of this alteration with direct impact on the planning of dental rehabilitation [10].

It is important that the color values are consistent, offering reliability and agreement among different evaluations, avoiding errors and providing avoidable difficulties in daily clinics. Moreover, it is unknown if the instrumental technique adequately detects color changes as the shade guides, nor if a correlation between them exists [5,10,11]. Thus, the aim of this study was to compare three spectrophotometer evaluation modes (Vita Classical, 3D-Master and CIE L*a*b* system) for the evaluation of color alteration in endodontically treated teeth after 6 months of aging. The hypothesis tested was that there would be no difference among the spectrophotometer evaluated modes.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental design

This was a randomized and blind in vitro study, approved by the local research and ethics committee (Protocol #149/2010). Forty-five extracted and sound canines were selected for the study and underwent endodontic treatment. Teeth were evaluated for tooth color alteration after 6 months of water storage using three different methods available in Vita Easyshade spectrophotometer (Vita Zahnfabrik/Bad Sackingen, Germany).

Teeth selection and color measurement

Forty-five teeth were included in the study. The exclusion criteria included teeth with caries or any type of defect, such as fractures, fissures and cracks. The teeth were cleansed with 1% sodium hypochlorite followed by coronal access. Teeth were then immersed in 10% hydrogen peroxide for 24h at room temperature. After biomechanical preparation, the root canal filling was performed. The root canal filling was cut 2.5 mm below the cement-enamel junction, considering the buccal aspect of the tooth. Cervical space was filled with glass ionomer cement (VitrebondTM, 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA). Next, tooth
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Figure 1 - Mean (± SD) tooth discoloration after 6 months.

Color measurement was performed using the spectrophotometer (Vita Easyshade; Vita Zahnfabrik / Bad Saeckingen, Germany). This information was also used to select the color of composite resin restoration (Filtek Z-250, 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA). Shade readings were taken prior to the endodontic filling and 6 months after completion of endodontic treatment, with the teeth stored at 37°C in distilled water. All measurements were done in the cervical third of the buccal surface of the tooth crown, storage in water of the teeth before and immediately after the reading was performed, preventing color changes by dehydration.

**Color calculation and data analysis**

Color was measured using the spectrophotometer using the 3 different modes. CIE L*a*b* color system was used and allowed the determination of color in the three-dimensional space: L* (Lightness, ranging from 0 to 100 with higher numbers being brighter), a* (green-red coordinate) and b* (blue-yellow coordinate). To calculate the color differences (ΔE) and lightness variations (ΔL). The spectrophotometer (Vita Easyshade; Vita Zahnfabrik / Bad Saeckingen, Germany) was also used for Vita Classical and 3D-Master shade guides to obtain the color coordinates (L*a*b*). The active point of the spectrophotometer was placed following the same characteristics of the teeth ratings. Thus, it was possible to numerically calculate the differences in color and lightness for the data at different times for the two shade guides. Color difference was obtained using the formula: \( \Delta E = ((\Delta L)^2 + (\Delta a^*)^2 + (\Delta b^*)^2)^{1/2} \) and difference in lightness was calculated by \( \Delta L \). The values of \( \Delta E \) and \( \Delta L \) obtained by the visual and instrumental techniques were analyzed by multiple linear regression and the \( L^*, a^* \) and \( b^* \) values were analyzed by t Test in SPSS 19 for Mac software (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) with \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

**RESULTS**

Figure 1 presents the degree of color changes (ΔE) and Figure 2 the values of the L*, a* and b* parameters using the visual and instrumental techniques. For the \( \Delta E \) values, there was a correlation between Vita Classical and 3D-Master mode. However, there was a statistically significant difference between these latter and the values of CIE L*a*b* provided by the spectrophotometer. For the t Test, there was no statistically significant difference between initial and final values of L*, a* and b* for all tested conditions (p > 0.05).
DISCUSSION

The null hypothesis was rejected, since there was a difference in the ΔE values among the evaluation modes. This may be explained by the greater specificity of the spectrophotometer when measuring values of L*, a* and b*, assuming moderate or pronounced discrepancy for these values already identified after the evaluation of the color of teeth [12]. However, this difference did not affect the correlation between the observed differences comparing the Vita Classical and 3D-Master modes, since a positive correlation was found between these latter and therefore, validating the use of Easyshade for this purpose. Conversely to our results, a similar study has demonstrated that

Figure 2 - Mean values of L*, a* and b* measurements for each color evaluation and tested time period (from baseline to 6-month after endodontic treatment).
3D-Master shade guide presents superiority when compared to Vita Classical and still found a correlation when evaluating the color of ceramics [10]. This small superiority of 3D-Master shade guide contains more tabs due to the larger number of color samples with 26 options compared to Vita Classical, which provides 16 colors only. However, the higher number of 3D-Master colors becomes similar to Vital Classical through the CIE $L^*a^*b^*$ color system to approximate analysis [11].

When using a spectrophotometer as Easyshade, it is important to understand that the determination of the tooth shade is given as the nearest corresponding color according to the database of the device, according to an internal database [10]. This approach values can serve as confounding bias to obtain the actual data, especially when making color measurements at different times, in order to evaluate tooth lightening or darkening. This fact consolidates the importance of understanding and assessing other features as lightness that can affect the determination of aesthetic results, requiring careful measurements by the professionals, irrespective of the use of any digital device [5]. Although studies have already shown that spectrophotometers are more accurate and reproducible than the human eye, the fact that differences in values are one of the features most perceived by human eyes cannot be ignored [4,5,14]. In this study, no differences in lightness detected by the device were found, proving that the determination of color was satisfactory, irrespective of the mode selected by the spectrophotometer. In addition, it is possible to emphasize that Easyshade’s reliability may serve as a viable alternative, able to help in the evaluation of color [15].

It is worth mentioning that the color change caused by endodontic treatment influenced the color choice. Studies have reported that Vita Classical and 3D-Master may be considered subjective methods, since the operator i.e. interpretation of the human eye and environmental influences on clinical examination, including fatigue, and lighting conditions may directly influence the outcome. Greater accuracy of instrumental technique, when using the CIE $L^*a^*b^*$ mode can be justified in this study because for the calculation of $\Delta E$, presenting the lowest standard deviation [4]. Since the method of analysis tested in this study is considered a reliable and fast method that is not influenced by external variables during the color choice, CIE $L^*a^*b^*$ quickly shows tooth discoloration, with results similar to that of the traditional method [8,16].

Despite the difference between Vita Classical and 3D-Master, its clinical importance needs to be further investigated since the delta values for CIE $L^*a^*b^*$ mode were lower at 3.3, what is considered clinically acceptable [17]. Although it is not possible to completely relate these findings to any clinical situation, it is important to remember that the use of human teeth and all steps according to clinical practice can generate higher response variability. The correlation found between the Vita Classical and 3D-Master modes can also offer greater comfort in clinical management, but it is noteworthy that the association with shade matching guides and the use of clinical spectrophotometer can minimize errors in the evaluation of color.
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